Abstract. This paper briefly presents the NA61/SHINE facility at the CERN SPS and its measurements motivated by physics of strong interactions, neutrinos and cosmic rays.
Introduction
NA61/SHINE is a multi-purpose experimental facility to study hadron production in hadron-proton, hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions at the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron. Measurements motivated by physics of strong interactions, neutrinos and cosmic rays have been performed up to now. The first physics data with secondary hadron (protons, pions and kaons) beams were recorded in 2009 and with nuclear beams (secondary 7 Be beams) in 2011. This contribution briefly presents the NA61/SHINE facility [1] in Sec. 2 and recent results [2] on the three physics programs in Secs. Be collisions is performed by dividing recorded events into four classes according to the forward (mostly projectile spectator) energy, E F , measured by the Projectile Spectator Detector (see the top plots). The first class comprises 5% of all inelastic collisions with the smallest E F and the next classes 5-10%, 10-15% and 15-20%, respectively (see the bottom plots). Figure 9 . Negatively charged pion spectra are measured in inelastic p+p interactions [5] and volume selected 7 Be+ 9 Be collisions in the SPS energy range. High statistics and large acceptance allow to obtain two-dimensional (rapidity-transverse momentum) distributions. Figure 10 . Negatively charged pion spectra measured in inelastic p+p interactions [5] are used to fit basic parameters of string-resonance models [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and test scaling ideas [12] .
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Figure 11. Collision energy dependence is studied by making slices, projections and integrals of the twodimensional spectra. Examples are given for negatively charged pions: transverse mass spectra at mid-rapidity (top, left), rapidity spectra (top right) and mean pion multiplicity per wounded nucleon (bottom) [5] . Figure 12 . Mid-rapidity transverse mass spectra of various measured particle species are approximately exponential in inelastic p+p interactions at 158 GeV/c. In central Pb+Pb collisions at 158A GeV/c [13, 14] large deviations from the exponential dependence are observed. It is common to attribute this finding to the transverse collective flow which is expected to increase with increasing volume of the colliding matter and collision energy. The T parameter increases with increasing collision energy for all studied reactions. In large volume Pb+Pb collisions T is larger than in p+p interactions. The results for large volume Be+Be collisions, T (p+p) < T (Be+Be) < T (Pb+Pb) at 75A and 150A GeV/c, and T (Be+Be)≈T (p+p) at 40A GeV/c, suggest that the collective flow is significant in Be+Be collisions at the high SPS beam momenta and gets reduced at 40A GeV/c.
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Figure 15. The two-particle correlation function in pseudo rapdity and azimuthal angle in inelastic p+p interactions is very different at the SPS and LHC energies. In particular, the saddle at (0,0) observed at the SPS is changed to the pronounced peak at the LHC. Figure 18 . The NA61/SHINE measurements for neutrino physics are motivated by the question how neutrinos change their identities when flying across Japan. In order to answer this question the T2K long baseline neutrino experiment [15] sends a neutrino beam from the J-PARC accelerator at the east coast of Japan to the Kamiokande far detector at the west coast and compares identified neutrino fluxes at the both locations. In order to improve information on the initial flux NA61/SHINE uses a proton beam at the same momentum as in T2K (31 GeV/c) and measures the flux of hadrons from the T2K replica target (90 cm long graphite cylinder) and also from a thin carbon target. Figure 19 . The majority of neutrinos in the T2k beam result from decays of pions. The NA61/SHINE measurements of pion spectra in p+C interactions at 31 GeV/c [16] are necessary to fit models of primary interactions in the T2K target [17] . Figure 20 . In order to further improve the calculations of the initial neutrino flux measurements of other hadrons abundantly produced in p+C interactions at 31 GeV/c were performed by NA61/SHINE [17] [18] [19] . Figure 21 . In parallel the flux of identified hadrons from the T2K replica target was measured [20] . The flux is presented separately for six longitudinal sections of the target (Z1-Z6). NA61/SHINE plans to perform similar measurements for the Femilab neutrino experiments [21] . Figure 22 . The NA61/SHINE measurements for cosmic ray physics are motivated by the question of the origin of very high energy cosmic rays. In order to find the answer the Pierre Auger Observatory [22] measures properties of extensive air showers (EAS) at the ground level. These results are then extrapolated back to the primary interactions of cosmic ray particles with air nuclei aiming to extract the cosmic ray energy spectrum and composition. To reduce model depedence of the extrapolation NA61/SHINE measured π − +C interactions at 158 and 350 GeV/c. Note that pions are the most abundant hadrons in EAS and carbon nuclei can well mimic air nuclei. Figure 23 . Precise measurements of the production cross section for π − +C interactions allow to improve the knowledge about the probability of pion-air interactions in EAS [2] . Figure 24 . Double-differential spectra of charged hadrons produced in π − +C interactions [23] serve as an input for fitting models used in EAS simulations. Figure 25 . Also production of leading ρ 0 mesons is important for the EAS simulations. Shapes (templates) of invariant mass spectra resulting from decays of various resonances are calculated using the NA61/SHINE simulation chain. Then the normalization of the templates is fitted to reproduce the spectrum measured by the experiment [2] and to extract the resonance yields.
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